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FOREWORD

More than half of century has passed since production of steel oxygen converters was launched. The specialists consider that these principally new technologies have now become quite mature and periods of their furious development have now turned into the stage of relatively quiet perfection of some major elements of the process and the facilities. The complex: external treatment of cast iron-converter-out of furnace steel treatment-continuous casting, with close links between these components possesses unlimited possibilities for solving the most important tasks of our time-drastic improvement of the quality of metal and environmental protection, such capabilities out of the question for open-hearth production of steel and production of steel in electric steel smelting shops. Various scientists from Ukraine made a great contribution into the converter method of steel production, including the authors of this textbook, professors B.M. Boychenko, V.B. Okhotskiy and P.S. Khurashin, who are distinguished specialists in this field of knowledge. National academy of metallurgy of Ukraine and Priazovskiy state technical university are in the front lines of training engineers and scientists for metallurgy. One of the examples of the enormous work that these higher educational establishments pursue is the textbook:"Converter steel production: theory, technology, quality of steel, the facilities’ design, materials recirculation and environmental protection", prepared for publishing. The previous textbook on the theory and practice of converter processes, written by V.I. Baptizmanskiy, M. Y. Medzhibozhskiy and B.V. Okhotskiy 20 years ago did well for training of qualified steel smelters and won a wide recognition in the country and abroad.

The new textbook combines quite well the modern theory and practice, the chapters, describing numerous up-to-date converter processes were enriched with new materials that include their optimization, control etc. The authors are renowned leaders in development of such processes. I believe that the issue of the new textbook will promote training of highly qualified engineers-metallurgists and would like to wish the authors new successes in their creative labour.

Academician of the National academy of Ukraine, Director Physical and process Institute of metals and alloys of NAU, Professor, doctor of technical science V.L. Naydek
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